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Let A, S be the centres, a, b the radii and let AB cut the plane DD' of intersection of the spheres in C. Then, as before, the distances of A, B, G from D are a, b, c. Let mass particles E, Ef, E" be placed at A, B, G such that
E    El    - .#" — = -— = - = e. a     o        c
Since the sphere A is a level surface of zero potential of the particles at the inverse points J?, G (Art. 397), it is a level surface of potential e of all the three particles. In the same way the other sphere is also a level surface of the same three particles and is at the same potential.
Using Green's theorem, we see that the quantity of electricity (a + b — c) e, if distributed properly over the whole surface, will be in equilibrium at potential e, (Art. 395).
The normal force at any point Q on the sphere A due to both the points B, G} has been proved to be proportional to 1/(7Q8 and also to 1/-2Q3 (Art. 401). The normal force due to the particle at A is JB/a*. We have therefore
eH      e     K
where H, K are some constants. Since two sheets of a level surface intersect in the circle DD', the normal force and therefore p vanishes when Q is at D (Art. 122), that is when GQ = c or BQ = b. The density may therefore be written in either of the forms
The density at any point Q' on the other sphere is given by
424. We may also consider the solid bounded by the convex portion of the sphere A and the concave portion DND' of the other sphere. The quantity on the solid is then ea, the potential is e, and the electricity is acted on by the external electrified points E' = eb, E" = — ec. The densities are given by the same formulse as before, except that the sign of that on the concave portion must

